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What is Adaptiva OneSite? 
Adaptiva OneSite allows you to consolidate your server hierarchy and improve bandwidth utilization. It 

allows you to remove all ConfigMgr Secondary sites, Distribution Points, and unwanted Primary sites. 

Companies are able to save on hardware costs, as well as drastically reduce the cost of managing these 

servers. This is made possible through an enterprise Peer to Peer system, a distributed virtual cache, and 

an advanced network protocol.  

Adaptiva OneSite Benefits 

 Roll-out ConfigMgr 2007 or 2012 server infrastructure instantly: do it in weeks 

 Simplify operations: no system design or operational maintenance 

 Lower costs: Reduce server cost, maximize bandwidth utilization 

 Dramatically faster package downloads 

 Secure software distribution and patching 

 Fault tolerant and agile 

 No need for bandwidth throttles or scheduled distributions 

Please Read First 

We want you to have the most productive experience evaluating OneSite. Please review this guide in its 

entirety and consider the following points before beginning your evaluation: 

1. The Adaptiva Client must be installed on any machines to which the administrator wishes to 

download content. 

2. Verify no client or server firewalls restrict the port communication required for normal operation.  

Ports information can be found in the installation guide. 

3. After installation, the server will need to import SCCM objects. This can take some time for large 

sites. Please be patient if an SCCM object does not appear immediately in the Adaptiva 

workbench. 

4. Your network topology must be properly defined in Adaptiva before any content can be 

downloaded. Auto network detection is done automatically based on the different subnets in your 

network. 

5. The Content Publishing section below describes how to quickly publish content into Adaptiva 

OneSite. The remaining sections of this document provide an in depth explanation of various 

features and components. 
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How Adapitva OneSite Applies to a 

Common Scenario 

The Situation 

A large organization will have one or more main offices, but could potentially have a large number of 

satellite or branch offices. Traditionally, primary sites are deployed at one or more main offices, and then 

secondary sites are deployed at each branch. Additionally, distribution points may be defined for each 

office or for a group of offices. Clients receive their content from the distribution points and the 

secondary sites are used to define schedule based bandwidth throttles to avoid consuming the network 

with IT traffic. 

The Problem  

When the number of sites becomes large, managing these servers can be time consuming for 

administrators. Failing servers can prevent offices from receiving security updates, leaving them 

vulnerable.  

Additionally, the schedule based throttles defined for sites is a crude solution. It makes no guarantee that 

IT traffic won’t slow down user traffic, while also drastically slowing down distributions when bandwidth is 

available.  

The Solution  

Adaptiva OneSite allows you to remove all secondary sites and distribution points, while providing an 

optimal alternative.  

The need for scheduled bandwidth throttles is removed by making us of an advanced kernel driver 

implementing the Adaptive Protocol. The Adaptive Protocol monitors the length of queues in edge 

routers. As the queue is nearly empty, OneSite sends one KB of data. The result is that OneSite is able to 

harvest nearly 100% of unused bandwidth while never conflicting with user traffic. The purpose of 

bandwidth throttles has been preserved, but the result is much more efficient with no management by the 

administrator. 

The need for a distribution point is replaced by a virtual cache. OneSite combines all unused storage on 

clients into a collective file store. For example, if you have 100 clients, and each has 20GB of free space, 

then that space is combined into a 2TB drive. The users are unaware that they are contributing free space, 

and as they use up more of their disk space, packages are automatically purged from that machine. As a 

result, each office has a nearly unlimited file store to cache all distributions. Each content item such as a 

package, or OS Image only needs to be transported over the WAN once, and then the content is cached 

locally in that office. 
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Suppose an organization had 1 Central Administration Site (CAS), 2 Primary sites, 4 Secondary sites, and 

1,000 Distribution Points. OneSite could eliminate the need for the DPs thus eliminating the need for the 

Secondary sites as well. In this case, you would install the Adaptiva Server on the CAS and all Primary sites, 

and then install the Adaptiva Client on all clients. Clients would be registered as part of an office and 

would share content amongst each other. 

Navigating the Adaptiva Workbench 
To launch the Adaptiva Workbench, navigate to the Adaptiva Workbench installation directory (default is 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Adaptiva\AdaptivaWorkbench). Run the application AdaptivaWorkbench.exe. 

There is also a start menu shortcut to launch the workbench. Start -> Programs -> Adaptiva -> 

AdaptivaWorkbench. 

User Authentication 

1. Enter the host name of the machine where Adaptiva Server is installed. 

2. Login with a user name that has administrator privileges. 

3. Password of the administrative account. 

By default, when you install Adaptiva server, the administrator creates a super administrator login which is 

used for initial logon. An administrator can later create new users and assign roles and permissions. 

Licensing Adaptiva OneSite 

OneSite requires a License for each active Client reporting to the site for which it is installed. Adaptiva 

server will periodically count all active, healthy, reporting clients as licensed clients.  

The License key will contain the licensed Company name and client count. The license key needs to be 

entered using the Adaptiva Workbench. If you are starting the workbench for the first time or your key 

has expired, you will be prompted for a key at startup. When the workbench is running, you can view keys 

or add more by expanding the Misc folder and opening the Product Licensing Perspective. 

OneSite will function for a period of 30 days from the date of installation for evaluation purposes. If 

additional evaluation is required, please contact support@adaptiva.com. 

Perspectives, Views, and Editors 

The Adaptiva Workbench is used to configure Adaptiva OneSite and is customizable in nature. The three 

main components to the Workbench are perspectives, views, and editors.  

 A View provides information for a given task. A view is typically used to navigate a hierarchy of 

information, open an editor, or display properties for the active editor. The two most common 

views in the Adaptiva Workbench are Explorers and Task Navigators. 
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 An Editor is a page that displays information or allows the user to edit a configuration. 

 A Perspective is a combination of views and editors that perform a particular set of tasks. Use of 

perspectives allows the admin to see all relevant information and hide the rest.  

 Explorers are used to display objects. These could be objects created by Adaptiva, SCCM, or the 

admin. Right click on an object in an explorer to view operations which can be performed on that 

object. 

 Task Navigators display a list of tasks which may be performed. Selecting an item from a task 

navigator will open any views, perspectives, or editors needed to perform the task. 

Working with Perspectives 

To change perspective, click on Perspective->Manage Perspectives. The “Workbench Perspectives” 

dialog will appear, allowing you select any perspective. When you change perspective, your current 

perspective is maintained, and all open views and editors will be available when you return to the current 

perspective.  

You can quickly navigate between open perspectives using the Ctrl+F8 and Ctrl+Shift+F8 hotkeys. 

Working with Views 

To open a view, click on View->Manage Views. The “Workbench Views” dialog will appear, allowing you 

to select any view. Once opened, views can be moved and placed anywhere on the workbench for 

convenience.  

The position of views within a perspective is always maintained. To restore a perspective back to the 

original layout, select Perspective->Reset Perspective. 

Help 

Task oriented cheat sheets are available for step by step guidance for performing common tasks. To open 

a cheat sheet, select Help->Cheat Sheets and select the desired task. 

Security and Access Control 
The Adaptiva Workbench supports two forms of user authentication: 

 Internal Adaptiva User ID 

 Active Directory User (Adaptiva Server 4.5 and above) 

During the installation of the Adaptiva Server, the installer allows the administrator to create a Adaptiva 

User ID or specify an AD user as superadmin. The superadmin account role which has the maximum 

permissions in the Adaptiva environment.  
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Security Manager Perspective 

OneSite’s security model is administered from the Security Manager Perspective. To manage security, 

open the Adaptiva Workbench and in the “Workbench Perspectives” pane, expand the Object Security 

folder, and launch the Security Manager Perspective. 

  

In the “OSM Task Navigator” pane, the following actions are available: 

 Create New Role 

 Create New Administrator 

 Manage Roles 

 Manage Administrators 

 Manage class level permissions 

 Manage folder level permissions 

 View resulting permissions 

 View access list 

Adding New Administrators 

To add a new administrator in OneSite, in the “Security Manager Perspective”, select Create New 

Administrator.  

1. In the center of the workbench, the “Administrator Editor” will appear. 

2. In the “Select Admin Type” section, choose either Adaptiva Login or Windows AD login. 

 

a. If selecting Adaptiva Login, in the “Details” section, fill in the following required fields: 
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Email address, Password, First Name, and Last Name. The remaining fields are optional. Click 

Save to create the login. 

 

In the “Select Administrator” dialog, select the OneSite Admins folder and click OK. 

b. If selecting “Windows AD login”, in the “Details” section, fill in the following required fields: 

Email address, Windows Domain, and Windows User Name. The remaining fields are optional. 

Click Save to create the login. 

 

In the “Select Administrator” dialog, select the Windows Administrators folder and click OK. 

3. In the “Administrator Viewer” pane, the new administrative accounts will appear. In the 

Administrator Viewer, the user accounts can be managed. For example, in the case where an 

administrator account should be edited or deleted, simply right-click the account in the 

Administrator Viewer and select the appropriate option in the context menu. 
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Assigning Roles to Administrators 

By default, all new users create are added to the All Admin role which has limited access. To add a user to 

another security role, in the “Security Manager Perspective”, select Manage Roles. 

1. On the right of the workbench, in the “Role Viewer”, double-click the role to edit it. For example, 

to grant someone superadmin rights, open the Super Admin Role. 

 

2. In the center of the workbench, the “Role Editor” will appear. In the “Role Properties” section, the 

name and group can be customized. 

3. In the “Direct Administrators” section, drag and drop the individual administrator from the 

“Administrator Viewer” pane, or click the Add Administrator button to select the account. 
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4. In the “Active Directory Groups” section, click Add AD Group to search for and add an AD group 

to the role. 

 

5. In the “Active Directory Group Members” dialog, enter the Domain Name, and the Group Name 

then click the Show Members button. If the group is found, click OK. The group name should be 

displayed in the list. 

 

6. In the “Referenced Administrators” section, to enumerate the list of Administrators, including 

those in groups, check the box: Display Complete Administrators List Including All 

References. 
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7. Once complete, click the Save icon at the top of the editor. 

Creating New Roles 

Some organizations may want to create custom roles in OneSite to control access to what some 

administrators can view or change. To create a new custom role, in the “Security Manager Perspective”, 

select Manage Roles. 

1. In the “Role Editor”, enter a Name for the new role and optionally provide a description. Click 

Save to create the role and in the Role Viewer dialog, select a folder for the role such as “OneSite 

Security Roles”. 

2. In the Workbench, under the editor are two views which are used to manage permissions. For 

example, a role was created for Content Push Admins in which they will be granted access. Select 

the OSM Folder Level Permissions tab.  

3. In the “Folder Level Permissions Viewer” expand the role Content Push Policy then right-click the 

child object Content Push Policies. In the context menu, select Create new permission. 
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4. In the “Select the role…” dialog, select the role that the permissions should be applied. In this 

example, select the Content Push Admins role and then click OK. 

5. In the editor use the check boxes to grant granular access or deny permission settings to the role. 

Click Save to apply the permissions. 

 

Logging into the Workbench 

Once an administrator has been granted access to OneSite, they will use the Adaptiva Workbench to 

login. The Adaptiva Login screen provides three options for authentication: 

 Use Currently Logged on User’s Windows Credentials – this option will allow the user to login 

using their current login token. 

 Use a Different Windows Login – this option allows a user to enter a domain name, AD username, 

and AD password.  

Note: For the Domain Name field, a FQDN or NETBIOS name can be used, but must match the 

format used for domain name when the user was created. 

1. Use Native Adaptiva Login – this option allows a user to login with an Adaptiva user name and 

password. 
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Defining Network Topology 

Topology Planning 

Proper planning of your Network Topology is a crucial step in the deployment of OneSite.  Some key 

points to keep in mind are: 

1. An office is defined by one or more subnets or subnet ranges connected over a LAN.  

2. Offices retrieve content from their parent offices, and distribute them to their child offices. 

3. A particular piece of content will only be distributed from a parent to child office once, thus 

limiting data sent across WAN links. 

4. Data transport within offices uses the LAN, or Foreground protocol, which is not managed by 

OneSite. 

5. Data transport between offices uses the WAN, or Background protocol.  This is the Adaptive 

Protocol described earlier in this document, which is designed to protect bandwidth availability 

on WAN links. 

6. Subnets connected over a WAN link should be defined as separate offices.  If offices are 

misconfigured, the LAN protocol might be used over a WAN link, causing saturation of the WAN. 

7. The Adaptiva server must reside in one of the subnets in the top-tiered Central Office. 

8. A workflow is provided that allows the Network Topology to be managed via a Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet and imported into OneSite. 
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Office Object Explorer 

Overview 

The Office Object Explorer, available in the Network Topology Perspective, allows an administrator to 

create and view the office hierarchy structure of the computers in their organization. 

NOTE: Upon server installation, the Adaptiva Server automatically generates a “Central Office” 

with the complete IP address range (the entire subnet) of the Adaptiva Server IP address. In all 

future additions/deletions of Central Office IP address ranges, it is imperative that the Adaptiva 

Server itself falls within the valid IP address range. 

The Office Object Explorer allows the Administrator to: 

1. View the hierarchical representation of all offices in the system 

2. Create a new child office under an existing office 

3. Merge one office with another 

4. Delete any existing office 

5. View an office 

6. Edit an office 

7. Drag and drop an office from one place in the hierarchy to another 

8. Set permissions for an office 

 

Search Bar 

The Office Object Explorer has a convenient search bar which allows you to incrementally search for the 

names of the offices that you have created. 
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Auto Office Creation Settings 

When an Adaptiva client registers with the server for the first time, the server looks for an existing office 

with an IP range that fits that client. If such an office does not exist, the server can automatically create an 

office using the IP address and subnet mask provided by the client. This is the purpose of the “AUTO 

Office Creation” feature in the Network Topology perspective. 

By default, Auto Office Creation is enabled. Click the … to change Auto Office Creation settings. 

 

In the “Auto Office Creation Settings Editor” you can turn Auto Office ON or OFF. 

Allowed Auto Office IP Address Ranges 

If Auto Office is enabled, you can restrict which IP ranges are allowed to create an Auto Office. To enable 

this feature, check the box: Restrict Auto Office Creation To The Following IP Address Ranges. Check 

the box, Specify Allowed Auto Office Ranges, then use the Add, Edit, or Remove buttons to manage 

the allowed subnet ranges. 

 

Note: If Auto Office is turned OFF, and clients are communicating outside of a defined office, they 

are considered a “No Office” client. A No Office client will always communicate directly to the 

Central Office and will not share content with other No Office clients. If this issue is detected, an 

office should be created to the subnet range which includes the IP of the No Office clients.  

Viewing Office Clients 

To view machines which have checked into an office, or to check if there are any “No Office” clients, in the 

“Office Object Explorer” right-click an office and select View Clients. 
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The “Office-Clients viewer” will be displayed to the right and will list the clients located within the selected 

office. To display a list of “No Office” clients, select Show ‘NO OFFICE’ clients.  

 

Creating an Office 

As mentioned earlier, the Adaptiva Server creates a default “Central Office” which consists of the subnet 

belonging to the IP address of the server. All other offices are created as children of this office, or other 

offices. 

To create a new office as the child of a particular office, right-click the parent office and select Add 

Office. This will open up the “Office Object Editor”.  

NOTE: A unique ID will be generated for the office only after saving. 

 

Office Object Editor 

The Office Object Editor allows the Admin to set parameters which define the particular office. 
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Settings: 

 Office Name –  This text field allows you to specify a name for the office 

 Office Description – This text field allows you to optonally add a description for the office. 

 Office ID – This is assigned to the office dynamically by the Adaptiva Server. Upon creating a new 

office, this shows a value of -1 (which stands for invalid office), however upon saving and 

processing of the user action, the Adaptiva Server allocates a unique ID to it. 

 Office Type – This setting allows you to specify the type of office which effects the behavior of 

how Adaptiva clients communicate. The options for this setting are as follows: 

▪ Default  - Used to define a standard wired Local Area Network. 

▪ VPN – Used to define an office and subnet range(s) allocated for clients connecting via 

VPN. Clients within a VPN office will not attempt to share content amongst one another. 

▪ WiFi – Used to define an office and subnet range(s) allocated to clients connected over 

WiFi. Clients within a WiFi office are able to share content amongst one another, but will 

not send broadcast discovery requests.  

Note: In the case where you have a physical location that has a wired subnet and a WiFi 

subnet, a separate office should be created for each. The WiFi office should also made a 

child of the Wired office so that content is retrieved from the parent.  
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▪ Is Metered Connection? – Used to define an office and subnet range(s) as metered. This 

setting allows administrators to set policies to restrict WAN downloads from clients that 

are on metered connections. This policy setting can be configured within the System 

Configuration Perspective within the policy set: Content System / No wan download on 

metered connection.  

 Address Ranges - This is a table of IP address ranges, denoted by starting IP address and ending 

IP address. The buttons to the right of the frame allow you to “Add”, “Edit”, “Remove” table 

entries. If the subnet range overlaps a range from another office will cause an error and the office 

will not be saved. 

 Roles and Permissions - This Section allows the administrator to add security roles to a particular 

office along with their associated permissions. 

The tab named “Permissions” at the bottom allows one to see the relevant permissions and roles 

active for the particular office which are either set for that office or are inherited. 

Editing an Office 

Right-clicking an office and selecting Edit will let you change various parameters for the office via the 

Office Object Editor. Please note that this will not change the Office ID, which was generated upon 

creation. 

Renaming an Office 

Right-clicking an office and selecting Rename will allow you to rename the selected office to a new name, 

via a pop-up window. This is a convenience provided for the administrator and this action is also possible 

through the Edit Office selection (via the Office Object Editor). 

Deleting an Office 

Right-clicking an office and selecting Delete will allow you to delete the selected office. Once an office is 

deleted the subnets defined within the office are also deleted. Any clients which were reporting from the 

office will also become “No Office” clients. 
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Merging an Office 

Right-clicking an office and selecting Merge Offices will bring up the “Office Object Explorer” and allow 

you to select another office to merge against. The subnets in both offices will be combined into the target 

office and the office type (Default, VPN, WiFi) will remain as that of the target office. 

Moving an Office 

Right-clicking an office and selecting Move Offices will bring up the “Office Object Explorer” and allow 

you to choose another office to make as the parent.  

Importing the Network Topology Information 

To simplify the process of defining a complete Network Topology with office names, IP ranges, types, and 

hierarchy, there is an option to import this information using a spreadsheet. A sample spreadsheet is 

included in the OneSite product download and is named: Sample-Input-Network-Topology-Import-

Workflow.xlsx. 

To import a Network Topology using a spreadsheet: 

1. Modify the sample spreadsheet and store it on the Adaptiva server. In this example, the file name 

will be C:\Adaptiva\NetworkTopology.xlsx. 

2. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in the “Workbench Perspectives” pane, expand the Misc 

folder and open the Workflow Designer Perspective. 

 

3. In the “Workflow Designer Perspective”, in the “Windows Explorer” pane, expand the Utility 

Workflows folder then right-click the Import Network Topology From Spreadsheet workflow 

and in the context menu, select Launch. 
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4. The “Network Topology Generator – From Excel” form should open in which the administrator 

should modify the fields to accommodate the data in the network topology spreadsheet. 

 Excel File Location – Enter the path and filename for the XLSX which contains the network 

topology. 

 Initial Header Rows – Enter the number of rows which should be ignored. Typically this in only 

the first row that is used for column headers in the Excel file. 

 Office Name and Description – Enter the column number that contains the office name and 

description that will be populated for each office in the Network Topology Perspective. 

Optionally, select the check-box to include the IP address range for each office in the office 

description. 

Note: It is important that the row in the spreadsheet which represents the name of the 

Central office should match exactly what is in the Network Topology Perspective or a child 

office will be created. 

 Office Hierarchy – Enter the column number which contains the name of the parent. If it is 

possible that the import results in empty offices, it would be a good idea to select the check-box 

'Automatically Delete Empty Offices Which Don't Have Child Offices'. 
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 IP Address Information – Enter the column numbers which contain the information for the 

starting and ending IP addresses. Subnet address and mask can also be used instead of a start 

and end range. 

 Office Type Settings – Enter the column numbers which contain VPN, WiFi, and Metered 

information.  

 

5. Once complete, click OK to begin the import. Depending on the amount of data, the import may 

take time. Open the Network Topology Perspective to view your changes. 

Note: After importing a Network Topology from a spreadsheet, it is recommended you check the 

logs for overlapping ranges that may have been removed from an office in favor of another, due to 

the same range being incorrectly identified in the spreadsheet as associated with more than one 

office. The log can be found in <AdaptivaServerInstall>\Logs\Workflowlogs. The log file name will 

start with “Import Network Topology From Spreadsheet”.  When you open the log, simply search for 

“Removed Overlapping Range” to identify which offices and ranges will require follow up.  
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Client Management in the Network Topology Perspective 

Customizing the Network Topology perspective to define content flow within an organization is critical for 

a successful Adaptiva implementation, but the Network Topology perspective also provides the ability to 

search for clients, view all clients, view clients within a specific office location, or delete clients. 

How to Search for and Manage Adaptiva Clients 

The “Machine Explorer” view allows you to view all Adaptiva clients reporting into the Adaptiva server. 

1. In the “Machine Explorer” view, use the Filtering options to search for clients by Machine Name 

or Primary User Name. 

 

2. To view additional information about a specific client, right-click the client, and in the context 

menu, select Show machine details which will display the “Machine Details” dialog. 
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3. In the case where a client is in the console, but the Adaptiva client is no longer active or valid, 

right-click the client in the “Machine Explorer” and in the context menu, select Remove adaptiva 

client to remove client from the Adaptiva database. This is useful in the case where a machine 

was reimaged and the name changed and the record of the old client is still showing in the 

workbench. By default, inactive client records are purged after 21 days, but until the purge occurs 

the old record will consume a license. 

 

How to View Clients Reporting from a Specific Office 

1. In the “Office Object Explorer”, right-click any office and in the context menu, select View Clients. 
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2. The “Office-Clients” viewer will open in which you will see the list of machines located within the 

office. The clients can be sorted via various columns. At any time, click the Reload data text to 

refresh the view. 

 

3. One important reason to visit this view is to determine which Adaptiva Client is functioning as the 

“RVP” on a given subnet. The RVP can be identified by the green icon with the blue triangle. 

Content Management and Publication 
After a Network Topology is defined and Adaptiva Client is installed on machines in the system, you are 

ready to start publishing content. Presently OneSite supports distribution of applications (ConfigMgr 

2012), packages, software updates, as well as OSD related content such as boot images, OS images, and 

driver packages. 

When content is published in Adaptiva, it is copied from the ConfigMgr content library and is stored on 

the Adaptiva server in the <AdaptivaServerInstall>\data\ContentLibrary folder.  Whenever published 

content is referenced in an Advertisement/Deployment, it will be distributed using Adaptiva OneSite 

instead of ConfigMgr.  

Getting Started with Content Publication 

Follow the guidance below to manually publish content in OneSite. 

1. In the Adaptiva Workbench, from the menu bar, select Perspective -> Manage Perspectives. 

Expand the OneSite folder and open the OneSite – Package Perspective. 

2. On the right side of the Workbench, in the “SCCM Package Explorer”, expand the SCCM 

Packages folder. 

3. Right-click a package to publish, and in the context menu, select Publish as adaptiva content. 
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4. You will notice that the orange flag icon will change to an hourglass as the content is being 

published. Depending on the size of the content this may take some time. Once the content is 

published, the color of the flag icon will turn green.  

  

Note: In the case of a publication error which may be indicated by a red flag icon, double-

click the package to open the package setting editor in which additional error information 

will be displayed. 

5. Once the content is published, advertise/deploy the package as you normally would via the 

ConfigMgr Console. Any targeted machines with the Adaptiva Client installed will receive the 

content from OneSite instead of the SMS Content Provider. 

Understanding Content Settings 

OneSite allows for a high degree of control when distributing content. When a package is viewed in the 

editor, you can change these settings for each individual content item. 

Content Types 

Adaptiva OneSite supports the publishing and distribution of all ConfigMgr 2007 and 2012 content types 

which includes the following: 

 Packages 

 Applications 

 Software Updates 

 Operating System Images 
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 Operating System Upgrade Packages 

 Driver Packages 

 Boot Images 

General Settings 

This tab displays information, status, and encryption settings for a content item. 

Package Encryption – If the Encrypt Package setting is checked, the content will be encrypted during 

publication.  

Note: Setting this option on an already published content item will force re-publication.  Publishing 

encrypted content items will take longer than publishing a non-encrypted content item. 

 

Package Download Settings 

This tab contains settings that controls the download and reporting behavior of a content item. 

Each content type, has default settings. These settings can be changed for an individual content item by 

unchecking Use Default Download Settings For This Package. 
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Send Status Message Settings – The content can be configured to send SCCM status messages when 

the download starts, when it finishes, and at any completion percent interval. Content download status 

can be reviewed in SCCM reports. 

  

General Settings – Basic Settings for Download 

Do Not Download On Battery – When selected, laptops running on battery power will not attempt to 

download the content. 

Never Download Over WAN – When selected, the content is set to never download over the WAN or 

between offices. 

  

Priority Settings 

ConfigMgr allows the user to specify Content Distribution Priorities for content relative to one another as 

High, Medium, or Low. OneSite takes this concept a step further and provides more control by allowing an 

administrator to define 255 levels of priority. WAN downloads of lower priority content are automatically 

paused when a higher priority download starts. By specifying a priority for a content item, you are 

choosing which content downloads it can pre-empt, and which content can pre-empt it.  
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Transport Settings 

These settings control the transport protocol which will be used while downloading content across the 

WAN and over the LAN. By default, WAN downloads are configured to use Background Adaptive 

Transport and will prevent interference with other traffic. The speed of the download will automatically 

adapt to the amount of actual unused bandwidth on that network. Foreground Adaptive Transport will 

behave as normal traffic. 

 

Timeout Settings  

Determines how long clients will wait for the package before abandoning the request.  

 

Default Content Type Settings 

Modifying package settings on a per package basis can be a tedious. In cases where an administrator 

would like to apply settings to more than one content item, this can be accomplished by using Content 

Distribution Priorities in ConfigMgr. When a content item (package, software update, etc) is created in 

ConfigMgr it will be created with the default priority setting of Medium, but the priority can be changed 

to High, Medium, or Low. The administrator can configure OneSite to automatically provide different 

settings for different priorities for each content type. 

To view the Default Content Type settings for various priorities, open the OneSite – Package Perspective 

and in the “One Site Task Navigator” pane the various priority settings are listed for each content type and 

priority. 
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Scenario: Zero Day Exploit 

Consider the following scenario: An administrator has implemented ConfigMgr and Adaptiva and is in the 

process of deploying routine Microsoft Software Updates to all machines in the enterprise. Currently the 

content is being downloaded from hundreds of office locations. That afternoon, one of the companies’ 

software vendors announces the release of a patch for their product which fixes a rapidly spreading zero 

day exploit. The administrator is instructed to deploy the fix immediately to all clients in the enterprise so 

an SCCM package is created and is ready for deployment. The administrator deploys the package using 

ConfigMgr and notices that clients are still downloading the routine Software Update package and not 

the Zero Day Exploit fix.  

To resolve this issue, the administrator opens the ConfigMgr console, and edits the Properties of the 

package. Under the Distribution Settings tab, the priority is changed from Medium to High. 

 

After applying the change, the Adaptiva server immediately detects the change in priority and instructs 

the Adaptiva clients downloading the software update package to stop, and the Zero Day Exploit package 

begins downloading immediately. 

To see why this change resolved the issue, open the Adaptiva Workbench, and in the OneSite – Package 

Perspective and in the One Site Task Navigator, under the Default Package Settings, open Edit High 

Priority SCCM Package Settings.  
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In the “Default SCCM Package Settings” editor, select the Package Download Settings tab. Notice in the 

“Priority Settings” section, the priority is set to 180. 

 

Now in the One Site Task Navigator, under Default Software Update Settings, open Edit Medium Priority 

SCCM Software Update Settings. In the editor, select the Software Update Settings tab, in the Priority 

Settings section, notice the priority is set to 140 by default. 

  

The above scenario provides an example of how settings can be applied to entire content types 

individually based on SCCM Content Distribution Priorities. This provides SCCM and Adaptiva 

administrators granular control of how Adaptiva content is managed.  

Automattic Content Publication 

It would be tedious to publish every content item manually. Most organizations will enable “Automatic 

Content Publication”. If enabled, when new ConfigMgr objects are created which have associated content, 

Adaptiva will detect and automatically publish the associated content.  

This section will describe the various options available. 
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Edit Automatic Publication Settings 

In the Adaptiva Workbench “OneSite – Package Perspective” notice the SCCM Task Navigator on the left 

of the workbench. Open Edit Automatic Publication Settings. In the “Automatic Content Publication 

Settings” editor, review the various options. 

Auto Publish Everything 

When selected, all newly created content and existing content in ConfigMgr will be published in Adaptiva. 

Depending on the amount of content, this process can take time. 

 

Publish Content Without Acquiring Source Files 

This setting will publish ConfigMgr content without acquiring source files, and should only be used when 

the Adaptiva server is connected to a ConfigMgr 2012 Central Administration Site (CAS). On child Primary 

sites, this setting doesn’t need to be checked. 

 

SCCM Packages (Auto Publication) 

The below settings apply to each content type and can be specified individually.  

Automatically Publish Packages – When selected, all items for the respective content type will be 

published. When you make a change to this property, the following options are available: 

 Publish All Existing Non-Published Packages – When selected, all packages existing in SCCM 

will be published in Adaptiva. If not selected, only new content within that content type will be 

published. 

 Un-publish Already Published Packages – All content within that content type will no longer be 

distributed by OneSite.  
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Content Push 

Introduction 

The OneSite Content Push feature is a powerful feature that allows any Adaptiva content to be distributed 

to Adaptiva clients without using an SCCM advertisement or deployment. The primary purpose of Content 

Push is pre-staging of content to locations where it will be needed for future use.  For example, OSD 

content can be pre-staged at the location where machines will be imaged, so that it will be available for 

rapid copying from local Adaptiva peers when requested by the machines that are being imaged. 

Overview 

Execution of OneSite Content Push is a very simple process.  In its simplest form, when a Content Push is 

executed a policy is created that specifies a schedule on which the policy will be run, a target collection, 

and a list of contents.  The policy is sent to the target clients and on schedule the content is downloaded.  

As always with OneSite, the content will only cross a WAN link once, before being shared with OneSite 

peers at the target locations. 

Advanced features of Content Push allow control over parameters that are used in the download, if and 

where the content is unpacked following the download, specification of workflows that can be triggered 

by various phases of the policy, and a post-download command to be executed following the download. 

Features 

 Pre-stage content to any Adaptiva client(s) without involving SCCM. 

 Full control over policy start-time, expiration-time, and execution schedule. 
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 Automatically push content changes.  Applies to SCCM Packages as well as Task Sequences and 

other content types. 

 Full control over content download parameters, such as Priority, Timeout, “Do Not Download on 

Battery,” “Never Download Over WAN,” and Transport Protocol(s) used. 

 Unpack content to specified location, and execute post-download command. 

 Workflow-based. Pre-Download, Download, Post-Download, and Content Push Server Workflows 

provide virtually limitless capability. 

 Beginning with OneSite version 3.1, the Intellistage feature was added ability to pre-determine a 

number of clients to cache content in each office. 

Usage 

In its simplest form, a Content Push Policy requires just four parameters before it can be executed: 

 Name 

 Schedule 

 Target Collection 

 Content List 

Additional parameters can be specified, making Content Push an extremely powerful and flexible tool. 

Content Push Perspective 

To create a simple Content Push Policy, follow the guidance below: 

1. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in the “Workbench Perspectives” pane, expand the One Site 

folder and open the One Site – Content Push Perspective. 

 

2. In the “Content Push Policy Explorer” pane, right-click the Content Push Policies folder and in 

the context menu, select Create New Content Push Policy. 
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3. The “Content Push Policy Settings” editor should appear in the center of the Workbench with four 

tabs: General, Content List, Advanced Content Push Settings, and Policy Workflows.  Below the 

editor in the default perspective arrangement is the Generic Errors view.  This shows the 

mandatory parameters that must be defined in order to run the policy. 

  

General Settings Tab 

Basic Information 

In the Basic Information section of the editor, enter a Name (required), and a Description (optional).  

Notice that after the Name was entered, the NameText warning disappears from the Generic Errors view. 

To set a “Policy Start Time” and “Policy Expiration Time” (both optional), scroll to the right and click on the 

appropriate Edit button.  There are also options to “Use Server Time Zone for Policy Start and Expiration” 

and “Encrypt Policy.” 
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Intellistage Settings 

Intellistage, when enabled, this feature instructs the clients targeted by a Content Push Policy to create a 

minimum number of copies of the content to the best suited clients in each office.   

Operating System Deployment is one of many use cases for this feature.  An administrator needing to 

ensure that OSD content will be present when machines are scheduled to be imaged could create a policy 

to push out the Task Sequence contents to (for example) 3 machines per office, and schedule the policy to 

run periodically. After pre-staging the content, if one of the sources leaves the network, when the policy 

runs it will cause another source to be created. The newly elected source will copy the content from a 

peer, thereby maintaining the desired 3 sources per office. 

To enable Intellistage, simply check the box labeled Enable Intellistage For Content Push and specify the 

minimum number of content sources per office. 

 

Policy Deployment Settings 

The Policy Deployment Settings allow the policy to be enabled for immediate deployment or disabled for 

later use. 

Basic Content Push Settings 

AutoPush Content Changes - If this option is checked, when the Adaptiva Server detects changes to the 

source content in SCCM, it will automatically push those changes out to the collection(s) targeted by the 

policy. If the content list in the policy is a Task Sequence, any changes to content referenced by the Task 

Sequence will result in the changes being automatically pushed to the target collections. 
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Publish Unpacked Content in P2P (must be used for OSD) - With this option checked, as soon as the 

content reaches the Adaptiva Cache on the target clients it will be unpacked into a subfolder under the 

AdaptivaCache folder, and a share will be created. OSD clients will always request unpacked content, and 

will be pointed to these shares.   

Execution Schedules and Service Window Profiles 

The Execution Schedule is a mandatory parameter. The schedule may be dragged from the “Schedule 

Explorer”, or added by clicking the Add Schedule button. Additional schedules may be created using the 

Schedule Editor.  

ASAP and Non-Recurring Schedules run once, and are not repeated. Recurring Schedules are used for 

scheduling policies to be run on a regular basis. A recurring schedule is useful in the case where a 

machine hosting content from a content push policy goes offline and the additional copies of the content 

should be maintained. When the client runs the policy again, it will verify that the policy settings are being 

enforced and if additional copies of content need to be made, it will do so at that time.  

A recurring schedule will take effect after the configured start time. When a task is scheduled for a 

particular day, it will run at the time of day provided in the start time. For example, if a policy is scheduled 

to run on the last day of the month, starting on March 5th, at 5pm, it will fire on March 31st at 5pm, April 

30th at 5pm and so on.  

By default, the box is checked to use the Service Window if one exists in the selected schedule. 

 

Target Collections 

Drag one or more collections from the “SCCM Collections Explorer” into the Target Collections field or 

click the Add Collections button to choose a collection. All machines in the specified collection(s) will be 

targeted to receive the content.  The exception to this rule is if Intellistage is being used. In this case, only 

the specified number of machines per office will receive the content. 

Alternatively, check the box to Use All Adaptiva Clients if the policy should run on all clients. 

Content List Tab 

The Content List tab is used to specify what content will be deployed by this Content Push Policy. 
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SCCM Objects 

The SCCM Objects field is a required field, and is where the list of contents referenced by this Content 

Push Policy will go.  

In the default Content Push Perspective, there are Explorers for each content type (SCCM Packages, SCCM 

Deployment Packages, SCCM Task Sequences, etc.). From one of these Explorers, drag one or more 

content objects to the Content List field. 

 

Referenced Content 

If a Container Object is included in the SCCM Objects field, such as a Task Sequence or SCCM Application, 

when that object is highlighted the Referenced Content field will list the objects that are referenced by the 

Container Object.  If a different container object is highlighted, a different list will appear in the 

Referenced Content field.  To display all objects referenced by the policy, check the box labeled Display 

Complete Content List Including All References. 

 

Advanced Content Push Settings Tab 

The Advanced Content Push Settings tab contains optional settings that can be used to further customize 

the Content Push Policy. 

Content Download Settings 

The Content Download Settings field is a single read-only field showing download parameters that will be 

sent to clients targeted by the policy. Click the ellipsis button next to the field to bring up the “Content 

Download Settings” window. 
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In the Content Download Settings window, specific download settings can be configured such as content 

location timeout, download priority, and what transport setting should be used. 

 

Note:  Administrators should use caution when modifying the WAN Transport Setting. Changing 

this setting can cause a significant, undesired impact to Wide Area Network bandwidth usage. 

Content Unpacking Settings 

By default, all content deployed using Adaptiva is compressed. The “Content Unpacking Settings” are 

used to specify if the content should be unpacked, where it should be unpacked, and if the unpacked 

content should be deleted following execution of the Post-Download Command. 

These options are all unavailable if Intellistage has been enabled, or if multiple objects have been added 

to the SCCM Objects content list. If an Unpacked Content Request is made for content on a network 

where only compressed content is available, then the Adaptiva Client will unpack it on demand. 

To enable this setting, uncheck the Do Not Unpack check box. 

 

Content Download Status Settings 
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Content Download Status Settings are used to control when, and at what milestones status messages are 

sent to SCCM during a Content Push download. In cases where large amounts of clients are targeted by 

the policy, it might be useful to limit status messages to reduce the amount of messages being sent by 

clients. 

 

Post Download Command Execution Settings 

A Post Download Command can be specified in this section. The Post Download Command field must 

contain the full path to the file (executable or batch file) to be executed. The Command Working 

Directory field is used to specify the folder from which the command will be made. 

Check the Wait for Command Exit box to indicate that the policy should wait for a success or failure to 

be returned from the Post Download Command program before continuing on with next steps. To force 

the process to time out after a certain amount of seconds, set the value for Max. Execution Time 

(seconds). 

 

Content Push Workflows 

Content Push is a workflow-based feature. The workflows that are executed by a Content Push Policy can 

be selected in the “Content Push Workflows” section.  Individual workflows can be edited via the 

Workflow Designer Perspective in the Workbench. The following sequence of events takes place when a 

Content Push Policy schedule fires. Events 2-4 take place asynchronously at the client: 

1. Content Push Server Workflow is executed at the server. 

2. Pre-Download Workflow 

3. Either the Content Download Workflow or the Office Content Push Download Workflow 
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4. Post-Download Workflow 

Content Push Server Workflow - This workflow executes whenever the Content Push policy schedule 

fires. By default this workflow does nothing. 

Pre-Download Workflow - The Pre-Download Workflow is executed before content download begins. By 

default, this workflow does nothing.  

Content Download Workflow - The Download Workflow does the work of downloading the content and 

reporting status.   

Office Content Push Download Workflow - If the Intellistage setting is enabled in the policy, then this 

workflow replaces the Content Download Workflow in the policy execution. 

Post Download Workflow - The Post-Download Workflow is executed after all content referenced by the 

policy has been downloaded. 

Policy Workflows Tab 

The Policy Workflows tab is where Workflows can be configured to run at many different stages in the life 

of a Content Push Policy.   

Executing the Policy 

After the required steps have been completed the policy can be run. The “Apply” button at the top of the 

Content Push Policy Settings editor will cause the policy object to be distributed to the target 

collection(s), and when the Run Policy schedule fires, the policy will be executed. 

Content AutoStage 

Overview 

Adaptiva OneSite AutoStage provides the ability to automatically add content to an existing Content Push 

policy by using a content item priority in ConfigMgr. Prior to creating a new AutoStage policy, a Content 

Push policy must be available. 

Creating a New AutoStage Policy 

1. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in the “Workbench Perspectives” pane, expand the One Site 

folder and open the One Site – Content AutoStage Perspective. 

2. In the “Basic Information” section, enter a Name and Description (Optional) for the policy. 

3. In the “Content Push Policy” section, use the Add button to open the “Content Push Policy 

Explorer” dialog and select a content push policy. 
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4. In the various content type sections, select the content type and priority which you want to 

automatically be added to the content push policy.  

 

5. When complete, click Save to apply the policy. Any content type with the priority you specified 

will automatically be added to the policy.  

Note: All content types in ConfigMgr, by default, are set to priority level Medium. Be aware 

of this prior to assigning Medium content types to an AutoStage policy.  

DP Bypass and DP Fallback 

Overview 

The DP Bypass and DP Fallback features allows a OneSite administrator to control which systems and in 

which scenarios a client communicates with a distribution point.  

DP Bypass - prevents SCCM clients from using ConfigMgr Distribution points regardless of whether 

Adaptiva OneSite is installed. This setting is useful in the case where the Adaptiva Client isn’t installed, the 

service is disabled, or the SCCM client is failing to invoke the Adaptiva Alternate Content Provider and an 

administrator wants to prevent clients from downloading content over the WAN. 

DP Fallback – controls the behavior of the ConfigMgr client in various scenarios for when it should 

fallback to a distribution point or fail a content download. 

DP Bypass Settings 

1. Prior to enabling DP Bypass, the Adaptiva client must be installed on the Management Points for 

the SCCM site.  
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2. Once the Adaptiva client is installed on the management points, they should be added to a 

collection. 

3. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in “Workbench Perspectives” expand the OneSite folder and 

launch the One Site – DP Bypass Perspective. 

4. In the “DP Bypass Settings Management Task Navigator” select Edit DP Bypass Settings. 

5.  To enable DP Bypass, check the box: Enable OneSite DP Bypass. 

6. In the “Target Management Points Collections” section, click the Add Collection button and 

select the collection which contains your Management Points. 

 

7. Once complete, click the Apply button. 

DP Fallback Settings 

1. While in the “One Site – DP Bypass Perspective” in the “DP Bypass Settings Management Task 

Navigator” select Edit DP Fallback Settings. 

2. Use the radio buttons to instruct Adaptiva do either the following: 

 Fall Back To DP – Obtain Content From A Distribution Point 

 Fail Content Download – Report Content Download Failure 

…for the following scenarios: 

 Content Not Published in Adaptiva – Default: Fall Back To DP 

 Download Cancelled in SCCM – Default: Fail Content Download 

 Download Cancelled By Adaptiva Admin – Default: Fail Content Download 
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 Download Failed – Default: Fail Content Download 

 OneSite License Not Valid – Default: Fall Back to DP 

3. To save any changes made, click Apply. 

Content System 

Overview 

Starting with Adaptiva OneSite 5.5, new Content System perspectives were released thus giving 

administrators more control and visibility of content location and distribution status.  

The perspectives are located in the Content System folder in the Workbench Perspectives pane. The 

perspectives are:  

 Content Distribution Status Perspective 

 LiveFlow Content Transmission Perspective 

Content Distribution Status Perspective  

The Content Distribution Status perspective lists the various content types and content items in 

ConfigMgr and their current distribution status. An administrator can select a content item such as a 

ConfigMgr package, and quickly determine the following:  

 Which offices the content is located 

 Clients which have the content 

 Clients currently downloading the content 

 Clients which stopped downloading the content 

How to View Content Distribution Status 

1. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in “Workbench Perspectives expand the Content System 

folder and launch the Content Distribution Status Perspective. 

2. In the “Content Explorer” pane, navigate to and select a content item in which you want to view 

distribution status. 
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3. In the “Content Distribution Status Viewer” pane, in the “Content Distribution Status Viewer” 

section, you will see a list of offices in which the content is available. To view the status, select one 

of the offices. 

 

In the “Content Distribution Status in the Selected Office” section, you can view a list of 

Completed Downloads, Downloads in Progress, or Partial Downloads per machine.

 

Each list displays information about the clients as well as the amount of content which has been 

downloaded. 

Liveflow Content Transmission Perspective 

The LiveFlow Content Transmission Perspective gives an administrator the ability to control the 

transmission of content that is traversing the WAN.  
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1. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in  “Workbench Perspectives” expand the “Content System” 

folder and launch the LiveFlow Content Transmission Perspective. There are several Live Flow 

Management Tasks available. 

View and Manage All LiveFlow Transfers 

2. In the “Live Flow Management Tasks” pane, select View and Manage All LiveFlow Transfers. 

 

3. In the “View Per-Office WAN Transfers” pane, in the “Content And/Or Office Selection” section, 

either select a content item from the left to see the status of a specific content item, or select an 

Office from the right to see content transfers to the office itself.  

4. If content is currently being transferred, the content item will be displayed in the “Current Live 

WAN Transfers for Selected Content And/Or Office” section. 

5. The list of live transfers will include information about the clients downloading the content, 

percent complete, bytes sent, and transfer rates. 

 

6. To manage the content transfer, there are several options available: 

Show Details - Displays additional information about the transfer such as Content and version 

information and download status.  

Pause Transfer - Selecting this option will immediately pause the content transfer to its target.  
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Change Priority - Selecting this option will display the current priority of the content item, which 

can be changed to raise or lower the priority. 

 

Change Transport - Offers the option to change the transport for a content item on the fly with 

the option of using the default, Background adaptive transport or Foreground adaptive transport. 

It is not recommended to switch to Foreground transport as it will function like a SMB file copy 

which may impact bandwidth availability over the WAN. 

  

Cancel Transfer - Cancels the selected WAN Transfer.  
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Big Red Button – Global WAN Pause/Resume 

This task allows you to immediately pause or resume all WAN transfers taking place between Adaptiva 

clients across all Adaptiva offices. 

1. In the “Live Flow Management Tasks” pane, select Big Red Button – Global WAN 

Pause/Resume.  

2. To pause all transfers, click the red Pause button.  

 

3. To resume WAN transfers, click the green Resume button. 

 

 Note: LAN transfers amongst Adaptiva clients located in the same office will continue.  

Manage LiveFlow Pauses 

This task allows you to view, create and resume any paused WAN transfers.  

1. In the “Live Flow Management Tasks” pane, select Manage LiveFlow Pauses.  

2. In the “Content and/or Office Selection” section, check the box Limit Results to the Selected 

Content and/or Limit Results to the Selected Offices checkboxe(s) to view pause states for a 

content item and/or office. If both boxes are unchecked, all pauses will be displayed.  
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To Pause all content transfers for a particular content item, select the content item and click the 

Create LiveFlow Pause button. 

To Pause all content transfers to a particular office, select the office and click the Create LiveFlow 

Pause button.  

To resume all LiveFlow transfers, click the Delete ALL Pauses button.  

To resume the transfer of a specific conent item, click the Delete button next to the item. 

 

Manage LiveFlow Priority Overrides 

This task allows you to view, create or remove any priority overrides set against any LiveFlow content 

transfers.  

3. In the “Live Flow Management Tasks” pane, select Manage LiveFlow Priority Overrides. 

4. In the “Content and/or Office Selection” section, check the box Limit Results to the Selected 

Content and/or Limit Results to the Selected Offices to view priority overrides set against a 

LiveFlow content transfer. If both boxes are unchecked, all overrides will be displayed.  

5. To change the LiveFlow Priority Override, select the specific content item, content item and office, 

or simply all content for an office, then press the Create LiveFlow Priority Override button.  

 

6. In the “LiveFlow Priority Override” dialog, edit the priority and click OK. 
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To remove all priority overrides, click the Delete All Priority Overrides button. The priorities of 

each content item will be reverted to their original value. 

To remove a specific priority override click the Delete button next to the item. 

Manage LiveFlow Transport Overrides 

This task allows you to view, create or remove any transport overrides set against any LiveFlow content 

transfers.  

1. In the “Live Flow Management Tasks” pane, select Manage LiveFlow Transport Overrides. 

2. In the “Content and/or Office Selection” section, check the box Limit Results to the Selected 

Content and/or Limit Results to the Selected Offices to view transport overrides set against a 

LiveFlow content transfer. If both boxes are unchecked, all transport overrides will be displayed.  

3. To create a new LiveFlow Transport Override, select the specific content item, content item and 

office, or simply all content for an office, then press the Create LiveFlow Transport Override 

button. Alternatively, click the Delete All Transport Overrides button to delete overrides for the 

content and/or office selected. 

 

4. To see all LiveFlow Transport Overrides, uncheck both Limit Results to the Selected Content 

and Limit Results to the Selected Office, and in the “Current LiveFlow Priority Overrides” 

section, a list will appear of all overrides as well as their priority. To remove the override, click the 

Delete button next to the item. 
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Policy Bandwidth Management 

Overview 

In many large ConfigMgr implementations, the servers hosting the Management Point (MP) role will 

reside in a datacenter as they provide a critical role for client management and should be reliable. In the 

case where there are many ConfigMgr clients located at remote sites, these clients will connect to an MP 

over the WAN to request policy, and by default, will do so every 60 minutes. Normally the amount of data 

transferred when a client checks for policy is nominal, but consider the case where you are managing tens 

of thousands of clients located at many remote offices with slow WAN links. Each client will initiate an 

HTTP connection to its MP, and the MP will query the SCCM database to see if there are any new policies 

for the client, then return the results. Considering the amount of policy checks being done by all of these 

clients in a given day, only a small fraction will return any actionable results such as a new package 

deployment or client setting change. The process unnecessarily consumes resources on the MP, the site 

database, and of course the WAN. The Policy Bandwidth Management feature of OneSite, also known as 

Policy Push, provides a solution which can dramatically reduce the frequency of these policy requests. 

Due to OneSite’s deep integration with SCCM, it immediately detects policy changes for a given client 

when they are made. When the Policy Bandwidth Management feature is enabled, Adaptiva OneSite will 

instruct only the targeted clients to check for policy in real time. This feature allows administrators to 

increase their policy polling interval to the maximum value which is 24 hours. If there are no applicable 

policy changes for a given client within the 24 hours interval, the client won’t attempt to check. 

In addition to the WAN traffic reduction, this is a powerful feature for administrators because applicable 

policy changes are received by the client much sooner than if they had to wait for the standard Machine 

Policy Retrieval & Evaluation Cycle to start. 

Enabling Policy Bandwidth Management 

1. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in the “Workbench Perspectives” pane, expand the One Site 

folder and open the One Site – Policy Bandwidth Management Perspective. 
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2. In the “Policy Bandwidth Management Profile” editor, in the “Enable Policy Bandwidth 

Management Profile” section, check the box next to Enable Policy Bandwidth Management 

Profile. 

 

By default, when a policy change is detected by the Adaptiva server, it will immediately send a 

notification to applicable clients to check for policy. If Policy Bandwidth Management is enabled, 

and a policy change is applicable to many clients, an administrator may not want all of the clients 

to check at the same time. OneSite provides a mechanism to load level policy updates to targeted 

clients over a given duration. For example, if the Adaptiva server needs to send a notification to 

100 machines for a policy check, and the policy load level duration is set to 10 minutes, 10 

machines will check for policy every minute until the 10 minutes has passed.    

3. To create a new load level setting, In the “Policy Bandwidth Management Settings” section, click 

the Add button then click the elipse (…) button in the “Load Level Setting for policy” column. 

 

4. In the “PayLoad Objects” dialog, modify the duration in minutes for each of the policy intervals 

then click OK.  
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 SCCM machine policy polling load level duration (In Minutes) 

 SCCM user/usergroup policy polling load level duration (In Minutes) 

As an example, if the Adaptiva server needs to send a notification to 100 machines for a policy 

check, and the policy load level duration is set to 10 minutes, 10 machines will check for policy 

every minute until the 10 minutes has passed.    

 

5. In the “Select object” dialog, choose the collection to apply the load leveling settings, then click 

OK. 

 

6. Multiple entries can be added for load leveling settings for different target collections.  

Modifying Configmgr Client Policy Retrieval Settings 

Now that Policy Bandwidth Management is enabled, the setting for how often ConfigMgr clients check for 

policy can be modified.  

Modifying the Policy Polling Interval in ConfigMgr 2012 

In ConfigMgr 2012, client settings can be modified to apply to all clients assigned to the site, or a custom 

Client Device Settings policy set can be created with a higher priority than the default and targeted to a 

collection. This might be desired in a test scenario.  

1. In the ConfigMgr 2012 console, open the “Administration Workspace” and select Client Settings. 

Default Client Settings targets all ConfigMgr clients, but a new client settings set can be created 

and targeted to a collection. 
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2. To modify the policy retrieval settings , right-click the setting and select Properties. 

 

3. In the left pane, select Client Policy and in the right-pane, modify the “Client policy polling 

interval (minutes)” setting to the maximum value which is 1440 minutes (24 hours).  

 

4. Click OK to save the changes to the policy. Moving forward all clients will check for policy once 

every 24 hours unless a change is applicable in which the Adaptiva server will instruct clients to 

check for policy. 

Modifying the Policy Polling Interval in ConfigMgr 2007 

In ConfigMgr 2007, client policy polling settings are site wide and will apply to all clients assigned to the 

site. To modify the policy: 

1. In the ConfigMgr 2007 console, expand Site Database / Site Management / <Site Name> / Site 

Settings and select Client Agents. 

2. In the action pane, open Computer Client Agent. 

3. In the “Computer Client Agent Properties” within the General tab, modify the Policy polling 

interval (minutes) setting to the maximum value: 1440 minutes (24 hours). 
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4. Click OK to save the settings. 

Client Data Upload Bandwidth 

Management 
Most SCCM administrators are dependent on the results of ConfigMgr client inventory cycles such as 

hardware and software inventory for accurate reporting as well as to define collection membership. The 

inventory cycles are typically a scheduled operation or set to an interval in which each client randomly 

runs inventory and uploads the results to their respective Management Points. In the case where 

inventory is set to run on a specified schedule, clients will upload inventory data to its MP at the same 

time, thus possibly causing network disruption. 

With OneSite, administrators can enable Client Data Upload Bandwidth Management for each major 

inventory action including file collection and status messages. This feature gives administrators the ability 

to define how many clients can concurrently upload inventory data to the MP at a given time and it is 

configurable per each inventory action. By default, this is an Adaptiva site wide setting, but there is also an 

option to override the default setting for specific clients based on collection. f an administrator knows that 

clients at a given location have a much faster connection to their MP, the number of concurrent uploads 

can be increased accordingly.  

Enabling Client Data Upload Bandwidth Management 

1. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in the “Workbench Perspectives” pane, expand the One Site 

folder and open the One Site – Client Data Upload Bandwidth Management Perspective. 
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2. In the “Client Data Upload Bandwidth Management Settings” editor, in the “Enable client data 

upload bandwidth management” section, check the box next to Enable client data upload 

bandwidth management. 

 

3. By default, the number of machines which can upload inventory at a given time is set to 0 which 

means infinite. Modify the value for each inventory action specifying how many clients can upload 

inventory at the same time. 

 

4. In the case where different settings should apply to a different group of clients, create a collection 

for the clients which should receive the policy override.  

5. In the “Setting Overrides” section, click the Add button to create a new override. 

6. In the dialog that appears, under the “General Settings” section, enter the Name of the policy 

override. Modify the settings for the actions available. Click the Add Collection button to choose 

the collection to target for the override. Click OK to apply the changes. 
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7. The setting override should appear in the list. If multiple overrides exist, the settings higher in the 

list have the most priority. 

8. Click Save at the top of the editor to apply the changes. 

Microsoft App-V Perspective 

Overview 

SCCM 2012 SP1 introduces powerful App-V streaming capabilities. These capabilities allow large 

enterprises to provision a vast number of virtualized applications to their entire estates, with actual 

deployment taking place on demand only in those areas where each application is actually in use. 

Adaptiva OneSite version 3.0 and above provides advanced native App-V streaming capabilities which 

seamlessly integrate with the native App-V streaming capabilities in SCCM SP1.  
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OneSite eliminates the need to maintain an SCCM Distribution Point infrastructure or an App-V Streaming 

Server infrastructure. Instead, OneSite provides an elegant and self-maintaining Peer to Peer infrastructure 

based on the Adaptiva OneSite Caching File System and Virtual SAN technologies. 

This document provides guidance for deploying the App-V Streaming capabilities of Adaptiva OneSite. 

As you will see below, very little, if any, configuration is required in order to enable App-V Streaming in 

OneSite. 

Prerequisites 

The following software should have been correctly deployed and configured. 

 ConfigMgr 2012 SP1 or later 

 App-V Client Version 5 or later 

 Adaptiva OneSite Version 3.0 or later 

Enabling App-V Streaming in OneSite 

1. Open the Adaptiva Workbench and in the “Workbench Perspectives” pane, expand the One Site 

folder and open the One Site – AppV Perspective. 

2. To enable App-V support, check the box Enable AppV On Specified Collections. 

3. In the “Target Collections” section, check the box to Use All Adaptiva Clients or specify a 

collection.  

This will enable P2P App-V streaming on all Adaptiva clients assigned to that Adaptiva server. No other 

configuration in Adaptiva is required. 

Enabling App-V Streaming on the SCCM Distribution Point 

SCCM SP1 Distribution Points are already pre-configured with the necessary protocol support for App-V 

Streaming. Please ensure that at least one Distribution Point which contains the desired App-V 

Application and Deployment Type is accessible to all SCCM client machines. 

Adaptiva OneSite App-V streaming will never actually make use of any Distribution Point for content, but 

SCCM itself requires the content to be available on at least one Distribution Point.  

Enabling App-V Streaming on Deployment Types 

To enable App-V Streaming on App-V Deployment Types, please select the “Stream content from 

distribution point” Deployment option in the “Content” tab of the “Application Virtualization 5 Properties” 

dialog box, as shown below. 
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Pre-staging App-V Packages for Faster Streaming 

Please consider using the Adaptiva Content Push features in OneSite for pre-staging App-V packages to 

remote locations. For additional speed, remember to check the “Publish Unpacked Content in P2P” 

checkbox. 

 

1. If unpacked content has been pre-staged to a location, it will be discovered and used 

automatically and App-V streaming will commence immediately. 

2. If only packed content has been pre-staged to a location, it will be discovered and automatically 

unpacked and published on demand. App-V Streaming will commence as soon as the content has 

been unpacked. Once the unpacked content has been published, it will be automatically 

discovered in future deployments, and subsequently, App-V Streaming will commence 

immediately at that location. 

3. If the content has not been pre-staged to a location, it will automatically be downloaded across 

the WAN on demand, using the Adaptive Protocol technology, cached, and unpacked, before 

App-V Streaming commences. Once the unpacked content has been published, it will be 

automatically discovered in future, and subsequently, App-V streaming will commence 

immediately at that location. 
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Cache Migration Tool 

Overview 

The Adaptiva OneSite Cache Migration Tool is designed to convert and copy content that is published in 

Adaptiva, but cached in non-Adaptiva form (such as a ConfigMgr Distribution Point), into the local 

Adaptiva client cache. This alleviates the need to download content a second time for use in the Adaptiva 

Peer-to-Peer network.  

The Cache Migration Tool can convert and copy content from the following locations: 

 SCCM 2007 distribution point 

 SCCM 2012 distribution point 

 1E Nomad™ client cache 

 SCCM client cache 

 Altiris™ Notification Servers, Altiris™ Package Servers, Altiris™ Clients 

How It Works 

When the Cache Migration Tool is executed on an Adaptiva client, the following steps are performed: 

 The client java component (JAR file) is extracted and put into the external folder under the 

Adaptiva client installation folder. 

 The Adaptiva Client service is restarted. 

 For each item in the cache a message is sent to the Adaptiva server to see if that package is 

published in Adaptiva OneSite. 

 The server responds with a message to either Convert (if the package is published in Adaptiva) or 

Abort. If the response is Convert, the content is converted and stored in the Adaptiva client cache 

of the machine it is run on. If the response is Abort, the log file can be examined for the reason 

the content couldn’t be migrated. 

 After all packages have been checked, the client JAR file is removed from the external folder. 

 The Adaptiva client service is restarted. 

 Approximately 1 minute after the client has restarted, the OneSitePreCacheClient component lets 

the Adaptiva Server know that the newly converted content is available from this client in the 

Adaptiva P2P network. 
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Prerequisites  

 The Adaptiva client must be installed on the machine in which the Cache Migration tool is 

executed and enough disk space should be available to accommodate the content. 

 The Cache Migration Tool should be executed with administrative rights.  

Tool Location 

The Adaptiva Cache Migration Tool is included in the Adaptiva OneSite download source and is named 

CacheMigrationTool.exe. 

Using the Cache Migration Tool 

The tool can be distributed via an SCCM package with an associated program or executed via command 

line.  

CacheMigrationTool.exe -<source> [-paramater1] [-parameter2] 

For instance, if you would like to migrate content from an SCCM 2007 Distribution point and you would 

like to replicate 3 copies of the content to other clients in the local office, you would use the following 

command line: 

CacheMigrationTool.exe –dp2007 –p2p 3 

Command Line Parameters 

Parameter Description 

Content Source 

-dp2007 Used to migrate content from an SCCM 2007 DP where Adaptiva is 

connected to an SCCM 2007 site. 

-dp2012 Used to migrate content from an SCCM 2012 DP where Adaptiva is 

connected to an SCCM 2012 site. 

-mig07 Used to migrate content from an SCCM 2007 DP where Adaptiva is 

connected to an SCCM 2012 site and in the case where the DP has not 

been upgraded to 2012. 

Note: This option is only supported when the SCCM 2007 DPs are 

enabled for distribution point sharing. See the following TechNet 

article for more information. https://technet.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/gg712275.aspx#About_Shared_DPs_in_Migration 

-nomad Used to migrate content from a 1E Nomad™ client cache. 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg712275.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg712275.aspx
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-sccmclient Used to migrate content from an SCCM client cache. 

-altirispackageserver Used to migrate content from an Altiris™ package server. 

-altirisclient Used to migrate content from an Altiris™ client. 

Additional Parameters 

-p2p <#> Used to replicate migrated content to other peers in the local office. 

The # value represents the number of clients in which the content 

should be replicated. This parameter requires that a source parameter is 

used. 

Ex: CacheMigrationTool.exe -dp2012 -p2p 3 

-delete Used to delete migrated content from the SCCM client cache or the 1E 

Nomad™ client cache.  

Note: This option can only be used with the -nomad, -sccmclient, -

altirispackageserver, -altirisclient parameters. 

Ex: CacheMigrationTool.exe -sccmclient -delete 

-regenerate Used to regenerate previously migrated content from all contents 

found, and deletes an earlier generated copy. This parameter requires 

that a source parameter is used. 

Note: This option is generally not required and solves a specified 

case for fixing contents generated by the Cache Migration Tool 

prior to version 4.5.632. 

Ex: CacheMigrationTool.exe -dp2007 -regenerate 

-revalidate Used to validate all existing content files in the Adaptiva client cache. 

Once executed, the tool will verify the hash is correct for all content and 

remove any invalid or partial content.  

Note: This option can be run independently and does not require 

that a source parameter is used. 

Ex: CacheMigrationTool.exe -revalidate 

 

Migrating from an Altiris™ Notification Server 

Cache migration is now supported from Altiris™ Notification Servers, Altiris™ Package Servers, and Altiris™ 

Clients.  
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Contact Adaptiva support (support@adaptiva.com) to obtain an OBEX file that contains an automated 

workflow which will import all Altiris™ “Software Releases” into SCCM “Applications”, and automatically 

publish them in Adaptiva. 

See the table above for the command line parameters used to migrate content from Altiris™ Package 

Servers and Altiris™ clients. 

Logging 

When the cache migration executes on a client the following logs document the process on the client: 

Log File Location Purpose 

Client 

CacheMigrationTool.log <AdaptivaClientInstall>\Logs Documents the execution 

activity of the Cache 

Migration Tool. 

CacheMigrationClient.log <AdaptivaClientInstall>\Logs\componentlogs Tracks the activity of the 

Cache Migration Tool as it 

works with the local 

content. 

Server 

Adaptiva.log <AdaptivaServerInstall>\Logs\ Displays the 

communication from the 

client running the Cache 

Migration Tool as well as 

the validation of each item 

being migrated. 

 

OneSite Backup and Recovery 

Overview 

This section outlines the steps required to provide Disaster Recovery (DR) capabilities for Adaptiva 

OneSite. In general, just like installation and operation, Adaptiva OneSite is very straight-forward to 

backup and restore. Guidance and examples are given as appropriate but many of these tasks can be 

performed in a variety of ways based upon the environment in which OneSite is installed. Please review 

this entire document before implementing a solution. 
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Prerequisites 

Make sure that you have a complete and successful backup of your ConfigMgr sites. Without this, OneSite 

can be restored and will function properly, but its main purpose in life – to support, extend and 

supplement ConfigMgr – will not be satisfied. 

The following TechNet articles provide guidance on the backup and recovery for Configuration Manager. 

Backup and Recovery for ConfigMgr 2012:  

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg712697.aspx  

Planning for Backup and Recovery for ConfigMgr 2007:  

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb633229.aspx 

Scenarios 

Scenario Details 

Disaster Recovery / Hardware Migration Adaptiva server is restored on a server with the 

same name, SQL server, instance name, and 

database name. 

Adaptiva or ConfigMgr Database Migration Adaptiva or ConfigMgr server name remains 

unchanged, but the SQL server, database name 

(and/or) database name is changed. 

 

Backup 

To recover an Adaptiva OneSite instance and associated data, a successful backup must be completed. It 

is best practice to backup OneSite data to an alternate location, and not on the system hosting OneSite 

itself. The exact procedure for doing this is dependent on the backup solution(s) in use at your enterprise. 

Similar to ConfigMgr, you could simply place the files and data into a specific folder and configure your 

backup solution to backup these from that location. 

SUMMARY 

The following table describes the components on the Adaptiva server which should be backed up. 

Required 

Component Details 

Adaptiva SQL 

Database 

Full SQL database backup. 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg712697.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb633229.aspx
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Adaptiva Install 

Folder 

<AdaptivaServerInstallPath>\AdaptivaServer 

Adaptiva Driver %systemroot%\system32\drivers\adaptivaservertransport*.sys 

Adaptiva Server 

Registry Information 

Prior to version 5.5: HKLM\Software\javasoft\prefs\Adaptiva\server 

 Version 5.5 and After: HKLM\SOFTWARE\Adaptiva\server 

Adaptiva Service 

Properties 

Name, Description, DisplayName, PathName, ServiceType, StartName, Caption 

Optional 

Custom Adaptiva 

Reports in SCCM 

Reporting Services 

Point 

In the case where any custom reports were created that aren’t included as part 

of the Adaptiva server installation, those report RDL files should be 

downloaded or the Reporting Services database should be backed up. 

Adaptiva Content 

Library 

This is only applicable if the Content Library has been moved from the default 

location. The default location is: 

<AdaptivaServerInstallPath>\AdaptivaServer\data\ContentLibrary 

If the above location is missing or there are no files within the ContentLibrary 

folder, check this registry key to determine if it has been moved. 

HKLM\Software\Adaptiva\adaptiva\server\contentsystem.lib_folder_path 

 

Procedure and Sample Commands 

The following steps and lists of commands can be used to complete the required set of backup steps 

listed in the table above.  

Note: The example command-lines referenced below assume the following: 

The Adaptiva server and SQL Server are installed on the same machine. 

The Adaptiva database name is “adaptiva”. 

The account used to execute these commands has sufficient privileges to perform these actions. 

1. Stop the AdaptivaServer Service. 

net stop AdaptivaServer  
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2. Backup Adaptiva SQL Server database. 

set DATESTAMP=%DATE:~-4%.%DATE:~7,2%.%DATE:~4,2%  
set DATABASENAME=<AdaptivaDatabaseName> 
set BACKUPFILENAME=<BackupLocation>\%DATABASENAME%-%DATESTAMP%.bak  
set SERVERNAME=<your server name here> 
sqlcmd -E -S %SERVERNAME% -d master -Q "BACKUP DATABASE %DATABASENAME% 
TO DISK = N'%BACKUPFILENAME%'" 

3. Backup Adaptiva Install Folder using a command prompt. 

md <BackupLocation>\AdaptivaServer 
xcopy.exe <AdaptivaServerInstallPath> <BackupLocation>\AdaptivaServer 
/v /e /r /k /h /o /x /y 

4. Backup the Adaptive Protocol Driver using a command prompt. 

md <BackupLocation>\AdaptivaDriver 
xcopy.exe %systemroot%\system32\drivers\adaptivaservertransport*.sys 
<BackupLocation>\AdaptivaDriver /v /e /r /k /h /o /x /y 

5. Backup the Adaptiva server and driver registry keys.  

reg.exe export HKLM\SOFTWARE\Adaptiva\server 
<BackupLocation>\AdaptivaServer.reg /y 
reg.exe export 
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\AdaptiveProtocolServer 
<BackupLocation>\AdaptivaDriver.reg /y 
 

Note: If the version of OneSite is lower than 5.5, use the below registry location to backup 

the Adaptiva Server registry. 

reg.exe export HKLM\SOFTWARE\javasoft\prefs\Adaptiva\server 
<BackupLocation>\AdaptivaServer.reg /y 

6. Backup the Adaptiva Content Library folder if it has been moved to a non-default location.  

xcopy.exe <ContentLibraryLocation> <BackupLocation>\ContentLibrary /v 
/e /r /k /h /o /x /y 

7. Record the configuration information for the AdaptivaServer service. 
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wmic service where caption="AdaptivaServer" get caption, Description, 
DisplayName, Name, PathName, ServiceType, StartName /VALUE > 
<BackupLocation>\AdativaServerServiceInfo.txt 

8. Restart the AdaptivaServer service. 

net start AdaptivaServer  

The above commands can easily be customized for any environment and combined into a single batch file 

for scheduled execution. Using the built-in capabilities of ConfigMgr backup, these commands can be 

automatically triggered by ConfigMgr itself after the ConfigMgr Backup maintenance task runs. To do this, 

simply insert the customized form of the above commands into a batch file called AfterBackup.bat and 

place the batch file in the <ConfigMgrInstallPath>\inboxes\smsbkup.box folder. More details on this 

feature of ConfigMgr can be found on TechNet at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/bb633186.aspx. 

Restore 

The following list of tasks outlines what must be done to restore OneSite. These tasks, similar to restoring 

ConfigMgr itself, assume a system with the same machine name, domain status, and drive letters as the 

original system and also depend on the complete and successful backup of a previously working OneSite 

installation using the steps outlined above. They also assume the existence of the files created by the 

backup tasks above.  

Procedure and Sample Commands 

Command-line examples are also given similar to those above in the Restore section; however, with 

restoration, these are typically not automated and thus using the Windows GUI to perform these 

processes may be easier. 

1. Restore the Adaptiva SQL Server DB. 

set DATABASENAME=adaptiva 
set BACKUPFILENAME=%CD%\<BackupFileName>.bak  
set SERVERNAME=<your server name here> 
sqlcmd -E -S %SERVERNAME% -d master -Q "RESTORE DATABASE 
[%DATABASENAME%] FROM DISK = N'%BACKUPFILENAME%'" 

2. Restore the Adaptiva Server registry key. 

reg.exe import <BackupLocation>\AdaptivaServer.reg 

3. Restore the Adaptiva Server installation folder and Adaptive Protocol Driver file. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb633186.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb633186.aspx
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xcopy.exe <BackupLocation>\AdaptivaServer  
<AdaptivaServerInstallPath>\AdaptivaServer /v /e /r /k /h /o /x /y 
xcopy.exe <BackupLocation>\AdaptivaDriver %systemroot%\system32\drivers  
/v /e /r /k /h /o /x /y 

4. If the ContentLibrary folder had been moved to a non-default location, then it must also be 

restored. 

xcopy.exe <BackupLocation>\ContentLibrary <ContentLibraryLocation> /v 
/e /r /k /h /o /x /y 

5. Create the AdaptivaServer service using the service information recorded in 

AdaptivaServiceInfo.txt. 

sc create AdaptivaServer type=own start=auto DisplayName=AdaptivaServer 
binPath=<AdaptivaServerInstallPath>\AdaptivaServer\bin\AdaptivaServerSe
rvice.exe 

Note: The value of binPath above can be retrieved from the text file 

<BackupLocation>\AdaptivaServiceInfo.txt created in the Backup section. 

6. Create the AdaptiveProtocolServer service. 

sc create AdaptiveProtocolServer binPath=%systemroot%\system32\drivers 
type=kernel start=demand DisplayName=AdaptiveProtocolServer 

7. Restore the Adaptive Protocol Driver registry information. 

reg.exe import <BackupLocation>\AdaptivaDriver.reg 

8. At this point, in the process, the Adaptiva Server should be able to function, but in case there was 

something missed, the same version of AdaptivaServerSetup.exe as the restored Adaptiva 

Server should be run. When navigating through the installation wizard, no values should need to 

be modified as it will use the previous configuration as what was in the registry. 
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Database Restoration Scenarios 

If the Adaptiva or ConfigMgr databases need to be moved or restored to another SQL server, the 

Adaptiva Server Installer will allow for modifications of the SQL Server Machine Name, SQL encryption 

settings, and SQL Login information. If making changes to the Adaptiva / ConfigMgr database names, 

instance names, or ports, use the following table to modify the appropriate registry values before running 

AdaptivaServerSetup.exe. 

Component Registry Value 

Registry Location:  

5.5 and Above: HKLM\Software\Adaptiva\server 

Prior to 5.5: HKLM\Software\javasoft\prefs\Adaptiva\server 

Adaptiva Database Name setup.adaptiva_db_name 

Adaptiva Database SQL Port setup.adaptiva_db_port 

Adaptiva Database SQL Instance setup_adaptiva_db_sql_named_instance 

ConfigMgr Database Name site_db_name 

ConfigMgr Database SQL Port setup.db_port 

ConfigMgr Database SQL Instance setup.site_db_sql_named_instance 

 

Running Setup 

1. Run AdaptivaServerSetup.exe and at the “License Agreement” screen, click Accept. 

2. At the “Status” screen, the Adaptiva configuration will be listed which includes the Adaptiva server 

version, installation folder, Adaptiva database server, database name, etc. Click Upgrade to start. 

3. In the installer you can make changes to various items, including the SQL server names, but if the 

database names, instances, or ports were modified, they should be reflected in the installer. 

4. Once complete, verify that the AdaptivaServer service started correctly by reviewing adaptiva.log 

in the <AdaptivaServerInstallPath>\AdaptivaServer\logs folder for errors or anomalies. 

5. Reinstall the Adaptiva Client when prompted. 

6. Reinstall the Adaptiva Workbench from the installation source (if desired). Ensure that you are 

using the exact same version of the workbench as that of the AdaptivaServer that you just 

restored. 
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Appendix A: Adaptiva Client Logs 
Log File Name Log File Description 

Folder: C:\Program Files (x86)\Adaptiva\AdaptivaClient\logs 

adaptiva.err 
Records any errors during the running of the AdaptivaClient 
service. 

AdaptivaNativeUtils.LOG AdaptivaClient to windows access logging. 

AdaptivaService.LOG AdaptivaClient service start/stop logging. 

AdaptivaServiceRestart.LOG 
AdaptivaServiceRestart.exe logging, used mostly by 
AdaptivaClient Setup during install or upgrades. 

AdaptiveProtocolTransport.log AdaptivaClient data transfers using AdaptiveProtocol. 

OneSiteProvider.LOG 
Logs activity of the SCCM Client and the Adaptiva client ACP and 
vice-versa for 32-bit OSes. 

OneSiteProvider64.LOG 
Logs activity of the SCCM Client and the Adaptiva client ACP and 
vice-versa for 64-bit OSes. 

VCDiffDecoder.LOG Binary differential application logging. 

Folder: C:\Program Files (x86)\Adaptiva\AdaptivaClient\logs\componentLogs 

CacheMigrationClient.log Records activity of the cache migration tool. 

CHSClient.log Records activity of the Client health modules. 

ClientInfo.log 
Client registration with server and Client IP address in use for 
communication logging. 

Configuration.log Client system configurations changes logging. 

ContentCache.log AdaptivaClient's cache state logging. 

ContentDeleter.log Logs activities of  Adaptiva client content deletion. 

ContentDownload.log Logs all content downloads. 

ContentPush.log Content pre-staging/push logging. 

ContentUnpack.log Content unpacking logging. 

ContentUpload.log Content uploads from client to client. 

GPClient.log Green Planet client logging. 

Inventory.log AdaptivaClient inventory collection and reporting logging. 

License.log Records the status of the client license. 

MemoryManager.log Current client memory state and changes logging. 

Messaging.log Messaging ports start and stop logging. 

OneSiteDownload.log SCCM client ACP invocation and downloads logging. 

OneSitePreCache.log Content pre-caching logging. 

PolicyManager.log Policy operations and processing logging. 

PXE.log Records PXE service availability and communication. 

RemoteWorkflowExecution.log Logging for remote workflow execution using tool foundry 

RVPOSDSupporter.log Records RVP content requests for clients executing OSD. 

RVPState.log Displays RVP state for the local subnet. 

SCCMClient.log Records interactions with the local SCCM client. 
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SCCMDataUpload.log SCCM client data upload management logging. 

SCCMPolicyPolling.log SCCM client policy polling management logging. 

Scheduler.log AdaptivaClient scheduler. 

SentRecvMsg.log Logs all messaging between client-server and client-client. 

SQLAccess.log Logs local client database activity. 

Startup.log Startup and shutdown logging for AdaptivaClient. 

TFTP.log 
Records TFTP communications for boot image file delivery 
during PXE boot. 

VirtualSMP.log Logs virtual state migration point activities. 

WIFI.log WiFi office transition logging. 

WorkflowSystem.log Any workflow related logs. 

Folder: C:\Program Files (x86)\Adaptiva\AdaptivaClient\logs\workflowlogs 

All Client workflows execution logging. 

 

 


